Enhancement of the Mechanical Performance of Stainless Steel Micro Lattice Structures Using Electroless Plated Nickel Coatings †
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Abstract: The use of nickel electroless plating to enhance the mechanical properties of stainless steel micro lattice structures manufactured using selective laser melting is described. A coating thickness of 17 μm is achieved, and this increases micro lattice specific stiffness by 75% and specific strength by 50%. There is scope for improving the coating process, and hence improving micro lattice mechanical performance. The methodology described here provides a new potential for optimizing micro lattice mechanical performance and can be extended to other cellular materials with different coating technology.
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1. Introduction

Metallic microstructures manufactured using selective laser melting (SLM) have potential applications as core materials in sandwich construction and as impact energy absorption devices [1,2]. Typically the cell size is 2.5 mm and the micro strut diameter is 200 μm. Ushijima et al. [3] and Gumruk et al. [4,5] have studied the stiffness and strength of body centred cubic (BCC) stainless steel micro lattice blocks under compression and other loading conditions. They derived specific stiffness and strength values, and they investigated the micro strut failure mechanisms during block collapse. Typically, a BCC micro lattice gives stable block collapse in which micro struts become plastic in the vicinity of nodes, and the struts rotate about the nodes. Enhancement of block specific stiffness and strength can be achieved by using light weight parent materials, e.g., Ti64 [6] or AlSi10Mg [7], or by using other micro lattice topologies, e.g., octet truss [8]. Lightweight materials tend to be more brittle as compared with stainless steel, and more complex lattice topologies tend to have more complex failure modes.

Other manufacturing techniques can be used to realise micro lattice structures, e.g., electron beam melting (EBM) [9] and photo polymer wave guides [10]. In the latter, hollow micro lattice struts can be obtained by creating the polymer lattice and then electroless depositing Ni alloy (for example), and subsequently removing the polymer micro lattice, giving ultra lightweight hollow micro lattices [10]. Also, with photo polymer wave guides, a polymeric lattice can be realized, which is then used to investment cast a solid metallic micro lattice [11].

A review of electroless plating is given in [12]. In this, the component is immersed in a fluid, and the solution itself supplies an internal electric current. Material is deposited onto the substrate, with a thickness dependent on the time of immersion. Sudager et al. [12] review different electroless
plating processes and materials. They also discuss plating material mechanical properties. The plating method has the advantages of simplicity and ease of manufacture.

In the work described here, electroless plating is used to coat SLM BCC micro lattice structures with a view to improving block compression specific stiffness and strength. The acid bath Ni-P alloy approach [12] was used as this approach is appropriate for thick coatings, gives good quality coatings and is a stable manufacturing process [12]. The phosphorus content of the solution was selected as 6–9%, as this gives good overall properties [12]. Hence, 316L stainless steel BCC micro lattice blocks, manufacture using the procedure described in [13], were electroless plated with Ni-P, and the blocks were then tested under compression in a servo hydraulic machine, in a similar manner to [3–5].

2. Manufacture of Blocks

The manufacture of SLM 316L stainless steel micro lattice blocks has been extensively discussed in [13]. The technique used here is a single spot laser approach, with optimal laser power (90 W) and laser exposure time (1000 μs). This approach has the advantages of small strut diameter (typically 200 μm) and speed of manufacture, but the quality of the micro struts are not as good as using contour and hatch laser scan approaches [14]. The micro lattice blocks were manufactured by a SLM MCP 250 Realizer II machine [13]. Each block was nominally 12.5 mm³, the cell size was 2.5 mm giving 5 cells along the side of the block. The nominal diameter of the strut was 200 μm. The blocks were cut from the SLM machine bed plate using electrolytic machining.

The blocks were then electro plated using the methodology as follows. The manufactured SLM blocks were first degreased using an electrolytic method for 2 min. After washing with water, the surfaces of the micro lattice were activated using a chloride nickel and hydrochloric acid bath (5 min), after which the blocks were again washed in water. The actual coating process uses a nickel sulfate (33 g/L) and sodium hypophosphite (28 g/L) bath. This is discussed in detail in [12]. The duration of immersion was 80 min, and this influences the depth of the coating. The coated blocks were then washed with hot water, de-tensioned for 30 min (to reduce residual stresses), given a thermal shock in room temperature pure water and dried. There is the further possibility of heat treatment to enhance properties, but this was not done here.

Figure 1 gives details of coated blocks. From these pictures it can be seen that the quality of coating is good, and that the average coating thickness is 17 μm. Also shown in these figures is the variability of the base SLM micro structures, and so if these coated structures are to be used in load bearing applications, then these variabilities need to be quantified. It has been shown previously that, notwithstanding these variabilities, micro lattice mechanical block behavior is reproducible and predictable [1–6]. Figure 1 shows a number of voids in both the coating and steel core. These will influence material plasticity and rupture during deformation. The interface between the steel core and the coating is shown to be of good quality.
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Figure 1. Section from coated strut: (a) lateral section and (b) longitudinal section.
3. Block Compression Testing and Results

The 12.5 mm³ blocks were mounted in an Instron servohydraulic machine, similar to [4]. The loading rate was 0.5 mm/min giving a block strain rate of $6.66 \times 10^{-4}$ s⁻¹. The block stress was calculated by dividing the applied load by uncrushed area (12.5 × 12.5 mm). The block strain was measured using the cross head displacement, and was derived by dividing crosshead displacement by block height (12.5 mm). The density of the stainless steel 316L was taken as 8000 kgm⁻³. The density of the coating was taken as 8100 kgm⁻³ [12]. Each block was weighed before and after plating and before testing, so that specific properties and the effect of coating could be quantified. Specific properties were derived by dividing actual properties by block mass.

Figure 2a gives results for two uncoated tests and two coated tests. Figure 2b gives the collapse modes for a coated case. The collapse mode was similar to the uncoated case [3–5], and essentially micro strut collapse is dominated by plastic hinges in the vicinity of the micro lattice node. This failure mode has been discussed in detail in [3–5]. Figure 2a shows good reproducibility for the uncoated case. There is more variability in the coated case. There is increased block stiffness and strength, but subsequent failure and collapse is more variable. For the coated case, as a strut bends around a node, tensile strains at the outer surface of the strut will cause rupture of the coating. Also, there may be shear stresses (and failure) at the core—coating interface, due to material stiffness mismatch. There will be a complex three dimensional failure process. The presence of inclusions will also initiate failure. Hence, there is scope to refine the coating process to improve this variability.
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Figure 2. (a) Block compression stress strain data for two uncoated and two coated tests; (b) Block collapse at a strain of 0.1 for coated block.

Table 1 summarises measured block properties. There is a 75% increase in block specific stiffness and a 50% increase in block specific strength for the coated case. The increase of mass of the coated blocks is 25%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Weight (g)</th>
<th>Size (mm³)</th>
<th>Specific Density</th>
<th>Specific Initial Collapse Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Specific Initial Stiffness (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncoated-1</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>12.5 × 12.5 × 12.5</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>10.22</td>
<td>225.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncoated-2</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>12.5 × 12.5 × 12.5</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>10.05</td>
<td>205.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coated-1</td>
<td>0.81 (0.577)*</td>
<td>12.5 × 12.5 × 12.5</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>15.06</td>
<td>356.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coated-2</td>
<td>0.83 (0.59)*</td>
<td>12.5 × 12.5 × 12.5</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>15.07</td>
<td>395.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The values inside parenthesis show the uncoated weight of corresponding samples.

4. Finite Element Simulation of Blocks

In order to gain further insight into block collapse, a finite element simulation was developed. A BCC micro lattice block is modeled three-dimensionally with SolidWorks software. In order to
reduce computational time, a single strut was modelled, and hence it was assumed that each strut deforms in a similar manner. An idealized geometry was assumed, whilst neglecting the holes and adherent powders on the surface which occurs during SLM production process. The model then was meshed with hexahedral elements and a mesh morphing option (HyperMesh) was used to achieve a regular mesh. The 17 μm nickel coating was also modeled using the same methods. The strut has 9396 solid elements and with coating the number of elements reaches 13,572. Each three faces at the top of the model was constrained in the direction of their normals to simulate symmetry effects. Bottom faces are fixed, and the model was compressed by a rigid wall. A piecewise linear plastic model was used for both the strut and the coating. Material properties of the SLM produced struts are taken from the quasi-static tensile tests [4]. Nanoindentation experiments was also performed for both the strut and the coating and the elastic modulus of the both materials was calculated from these indentation experiments. The yield strength of the nickel coating was calculated from FEM simulations by comparing experimental and numerical block collapse. No material failure criteria were included in the model. Three-dimensional quasi-static compression analyses were performed for both coated and uncoated struts in LS-DYNA. Figure 3 compares two experimental tests with simulation for coated lattice. The simulation shows that the lattice block progressive collapse is controlled by plasticity, but that failure processes occur in the coated struts, and these need to be modelled.
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**Figure 3.** Comparison of block stress strain between experiment and FEA for coated block.

It should be noted that the NiP electroless plating is an amorphous metal (metallic glass) and so will have a different constitutive behavior to the crystalline stainless steel [15]. Amorphous metals are more sensitive to size scale as compared to the more usual crystalline metals [15]. Also, complex failure behavior will occur in the NiP coating, which will require the inclusion of stress tri-axiality effects [16].

5. Concluding Remarks

The effect of coating SLM stainless steel micro lattice blocks with electro less plated Ni-P is to significantly enhance specific compression stiffness and strength properties. The coating thickness is 17 μm, giving an increase in block mass of 25%. The approach described here provides an exciting new avenue for optimizing and tailoring the mechanical properties 3D printed metallic micro lattice structures. There is scope to refine the coating manufacturing process to reduce the voids, to fully optimise the core-coating interface and to improve overall micro lattice quality. There is scope to look at other coatings and core materials to fully optimize the interaction between these. There is also scope for varying the coating thickness to define optimal thickness for block mechanical properties. It should be pointed out that the coating can give the micro lattice block multi functional properties [1], such as corrosion and wear resistance as well as the improved structural performance.
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